Mass spectrometric and kinetic analysis of ASF/SF2 phosphorylation by SRPK1 and Clk/Sty.
Assembly of the spliceosome requires the participation of SR proteins, a family of splicing factors rich in arginine-serine dipeptide repeats. The repeat regions (RS domains) are polyphosphorylated by the SRPK and Clk/Sty families of kinases. The two families of kinases have distinct enzymatic properties, raising the question of how they may work to regulate the function of SR proteins in RNA metabolism in mammalian cells. Here we report the first mass spectral analysis of the RS domain of ASF/SF2, a prototypical SR protein. We found that SRPK1 was responsible for efficient phosphorylation of a short stretch of amino acids in the N-terminal portion of the RS domain of ASF/SF2 while Clk/Sty was able to transfer phosphate to all available serine residues in the RS domain, indicating that SR proteins may be phosphorylated by different kinases in a stepwise manner. Both kinases bind with high affinity and use fully processive catalytic mechanisms to achieve either restrictive or complete RS domain phosphorylation. These findings have important implications on the regulation of SR proteins in vivo by the SRPK and Clk/Sty families of kinases.